BRITISH   POLICY
be provided from the outset an administration which from its
extent and solidity of foundation would 'meet future as well as
present requirements' and would furnish a firm basis for such
control.1 As Sir Arnold Wilson wrote later: 'Neither Sir Percy
Cox nor, at a later stage, I myself, could subscribe to the view
that we should aim only at "the minimum administrative
efficiency necessary to preserve order". Much more was at
stake than the preservation of order/2
The proposed administrative and political differentiation
between the wilayets of Baghdad and Basra, therefore, together
with the erection of an Arab fa9ade by the admission and en-
couragement of Arab participation in the administration of
Baghdad Wilayet met with little favour in Mesopotamia. It was
felt that it would hamper administrative efficiency, the beau-
idial of Anglo-Indian administrators and that it might lead to
undesirable opposition from Arab opinion. Even more impor-
tant were the obstacles it would place in the application of
uniform British control in conformity with the Sykes-Picot
Agreement rather than with the tenor of the promises made to
the Arabs through the Sharif of Mecca. The Civil Commis-
sioner from the first had advocated that Baghdad should be
added to Basra3 which, as he had reason to know, it had been
the original intention of the Government of India to administer
directly. He now viewed the policy of H.M. Government with
misgivings, mainly on the grounds of expediency and of the
inability to find suitable 'Iraqis willing to take part in the
administration.
It was under the regime of the Acting Civil Commissioner,
following the departure of Sir Percy Cox for Persia, March,
1918, that the gulf widened between the original instructions
of H.M. Government and local administrative opinion. He
held that the policy of H.M. Government was based on a
1	See Admin. Report, Baghdad, 1917, p. i.
2	Wilson, op. cit., pp. 264-5. But cf. Admin. Report, Baghdad, 1917, p. i.
3	Supra, p. 63.
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